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Abstract: A new generation of experiments in high energy physics is approaching. With

the approval of the LHC at CERN and the revised Main Injector project at Fermilab,

high statistics experiments will start operation within 5 to 10 years. With luminosities

up to 10 and several hundred thousand readout channels, data most likely

cannot be handled and analysed using traditional HEP approaches. The CAP group

at Fermilab is investigating di�erent approaches to data handling and organization for

post-reconstruction analysis. We discuss the approaches considered, their strengths and

weaknesses, integration with hierarchical storage, and sharing of primary data resources.
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The volume of data involved in High Energy Physics experiments will be increasing

by a factor of at least twenty within the next 5{10 years. The prospects of ap-

plying current analysis methods, relying on improved computing hardware to cope

with the increased ood of data, are marginal at best. Bottlenecks, particularly

in bandwidths to disk and tape storage, will have large adverse impacts. Current

systems are even marginal for present analysis needs: Physics questions requiring

scans of large collider data sets already take weeks to answer; presumedly, some

investigations which would be more di�cult are not being pursued at all.

Approaches to analysis can be characterised by the nature of investigations

supported e�ciently, and the data and results delivered. Finite computing resources

necessitate focusing on a few approaches, providing systems which deal well with

large data sets in those contexts. The current analysis approach implicitly chooses

a focus driven by realities of yesterday's systems: Easy access to the full data

of arbitrary events is sacri�ced. The goals of an approach specify what will be

convenient and e�cient, and might include: cutting on and plotting event attributes;

applying complicated selection criteria to access the full data of a small set of events;

and applying sequences of simple cuts to re�ne event sets. It is hard to provide

e�cient implementations of all goals at once, but integrated support for several

approaches provides more versatility than a system tuned for only one.

Currently, experiments organize raw data in banks handled by FORTRAN

memory management packages such as ZEBRA and YBOS. The same packages

manage banks of information of interest for physics analysis, derived by a compute-

intensive reconstruction pass. The \full event data" is kept in a collection of �les.

In a second step, events are sorted by characteristics such as existence of ener-

getic electron candidates, and infrequently used raw or intermediate data is dropped.

This makes possible early data-intensive analysis, in which the data remains orga-

nized via the same memory management packages. Typically, speci�c information

per event is then collected and saved in n-tuples. This information is rapidly avail-

able for histogramming and visualization; but access to information other than the
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collected attributes can be very time consuming and troublesome. For the current

collider experiments at Fermilab, early data-intensive steps have become a signif-

icant e�ort limiting analyses. Since the volume of data will increase faster than

storage capacity and bandwidth technology improves, this approach will be even

more limiting for the next generation of experiments.

In contrast, several modern approaches choose some model of what the user will

want to do, and attempt to achieve those goals in a more e�cent and convenient

way. One approach, already implemented and popular, is that of PAW/PIAF . The

experiment identi�es those portions of information which users will want to access|

and thus which are worth organizing into n-tuples|and investigations consist of

combinations of simple cuts, leading to histograms of selections of the n-tuple data.

PAW and PIAF focus on providing a convenient interface for expressing cuts, and

on optimizing the accumulation of histograms.

The CAP project at Fermilab assumes that selections may be complex and may

involve a larger subset of event attributes, and that full reconstruction summary

data or even the entire event may be needed for selected events. The small set of

chosen events will be subject to further analysis at user workstations. Selection is

made e�cient by organizing event data into physics objects (electrons, jets, etc.)|

most criteria involve only a few object types so the entire data need not be scanned.

Another approach integrates data management from early in the analysis cycle,

down to detailed study of key events on local workstations. This integrated approach

assumes that selection cuts are simple and change in incremental fashion, but that

the user ultimately needs access to the full data of selected events. The data is

organized to optimize the anticipated typical analysis cycle.

Early physics analysis needs high-performance access to large datasets. Each

of these approaches features di�erent strengths: convenient access to full data;

e�ciency in scanning and selection; complexity and exibility of criteria supported;

and/or optimal production of histograms and plots. No single approach is \right"|

users analyzing di�erent aspects of the physics will bene�t from various capabilities.

Although needs depend on the approaches supported, volume of data, and usage

patterns, systems for data-intensive analysis should meet two common requirements:

scalability to support usage increases without developing a new system; and con-

nectivity to deliver high bandwidths to each CPU.

Any analysis system will need a large body of data on disk|hundreds of Gbytes

of Summary Data for today's collider experiments, at about $300/Gbyte. Some ap-

proaches can bene�t from disk data parallelism, to focus extreme performance on

individual queries; this parallelism can be integrated into the approach, or pro-

vided by a vendor-supplied parallel �le system. An example of the latter is IBM's

VESTA/pfs, which early CAP e�orts explored in the data-mining context.

Since the full data for experiments is measured in Terabytes, exclusive reliance

on disk-resident data is infeasible. Hugh repositories of operator-mounted tapes

carry the lowest naive price per byte stored, with per Gbyte costs of $1.10 for data-

grade Exabytes, $3.50 for DLT, or $4.80 for IBM 3590 cartridges. Here pure media
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prices are low enough to be moot, but costs of servicing mount requests|personnel,

mount latency, drive breakage and mis-mounts|are devastating.

These costs of human-serviced tape mounts make automated tape libraries

(ATLs) attractive. Each robotic library can handle thousands of tapes, and mount

more than 3000 tapes a day. The hardware cost is dominated by space for tapes in

large, reliable robots. The CAP system will have a library of 2800 10 Gbyte-

cartridges|the cost (including robot, drives, media, and serving computers) is

$27/Gbyte. To be useful, an ATL must be controlled by a hierachical storage

management (HSM) system, which supports a model of user access to the data.

Good HSM software is not easily available and will be expensive; but the cost is

small when amortized over tens of Tbytes of ATL storage. Di�erent approaches can

take advantage of robotic tape resources to varying extents.

The philosophy of an approach|the assumptions made about access patterns and

goals|is implemented by organizing data to allow user queries to proceed e�ciently.

Tricks employed may include isolating data such that typical questions can be an-

swered without bringing in extraneous data; and creating multiple data copies with

orthogonal organization.

The approach recognizes that n-tuples are a powerful tool for

eliminating unnecessary data access and expressing data selection and extraction

needs. A fraction of the event data is put into n-tuple format (and kept on disk)|

physics thought goes into deciding which information is \hot", and how it is to

be sorted and compacti�ed for optimal access. PIAF pays particular attention to

caching frequently accessed data, and to e�ciently forming histograms.

The data organization is that of long vectors of single attributes, for example,

a vector of electron energies. A query may need to scan only a few of these, to

both select and histogram requested data. If few vectors are needed for a query,

performance can be excellent without \striping" to parallelize disk access.

PAW/PIAF supports a simple \query language" to facilitate expression of se-

lection criteria, and also supports user-written FORTRAN selection routines. As

long as a question requires no data outside the pre-determined n-tuples, it can be

expressed conveniently and processed rapidly. But access to data outside the n-

tuples remains awkward, and attributes of variable-length are not well supported.

PIAF optimizes for an analysis style requiring instant access to a small number of

attributes. Other, \othogonal" approaches are complementary and valuable.

goals stem from focusing on situations where limitations imposed by n-

tuple methods impede analysis. The assumptions are: some users need data which

is too large to keep on disk for every event; selected results will be a tiny fraction

of the data set, suitable for scrutiny on a workstation; and selection criteria will

range from simple cuts to complex conditions based on multiple physics objects.

Data involved in selection is kept on disk; scanning large amounts of data requires

parallel access to many disks in a scalable system. Both smooth access to data
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on tape (for extraction of full events) and rapid assembly of disk-resident data are

required. Details of CAP data ow are presented elsewhere at this conference.

Data is organized so as to avoid excessive input when evaluating criteria, yet

minimize fragmentation of disk-resident data making up each event. To do this,

the hierarchical structure intrinsic to physics data is translated to C++ de�nitions

of \physics objects. For example, the experiment's data model de�nes a \muon"

object containing the attributes of a muons, and an event may contain any number

of muon objects. C++ objects allow natural support for concepts such as variable-

length attributes and pointers \linking" one object to another. A \persistent object

manager" permits access to the physics objects almost as easily as to memory-

resident variables, and allows organization into stores of muons, jets, etc. Most of

the event summary data is organized by physics object on disk, available for use in

selection criteria. Since even complex queries typically involve few types of particles,

only a fraction of the disk-resident data need be scanned for a given selection, and

stores are striped across several disks to be read in parallel by multiple I/O servers

to optimize performance. Further speed can be achieved by isolating commonly

used \popular attributes" into smaller stores. Access is provided to full event data

on tape; selected events can be addressed by persistent pointer as if they were on

disk or in memory. Frequently requested \hot events" will be cached on disk.

CAP provides an Event Query Language (EQL) which extends the familiar

PAW style, automating conditions involving multiple physics objects and links be-

tween objects. Although user-de�ned selection functions are supported, the intent

is to make EQL exible enough to support any query desired. The user can select

output in various formats, (native ZEBRA/YBOS, n-tuples of speci�ed attributes,

and/or C++ objects), view statistics on rejection by each criterion, and obtain plots

of attributes of events passing each stage of cuts.

At the next stage of CAP development, other approaches will be supported on

the same system, preferably sharing access to the same data.

In the (I-A), information at each step, from reconstruc-

tion through analysis results, is collected in a (distributed) system of databases.

Data organization spans levels of workgroup servers and analysis platforms|each

maintains its own database, retrieving information from a primary repository. Spe-

ci�c fractions of the data propagate to platforms far from the primary repository.

The approach uni�es both the types of data produced, and the set of storage and

CPU systems involved in analysis. Communication between platforms is critical.

Any given analysis step usually examines a tiny fraction of most events|but

for a very few events, all data should be accessible. A goal is transparent data trans-

port supporting this. High e�ciency is based on assumptions about analysis e�orts:

Activities spend long lifetimes rarely wandering across local platforms; physicists

tighten selection cuts more often than loosening them; cuts seldom change to de-

pend on di�erent attributes. The primary data repository is organized by physics

object. Disk storage acts as cache, with infrequently used data remaining in an

ATL. When a query is posed, relevant data propagates transparently to the user's

analysis platform. Workgroup servers are an intermediate step: A server with high

bandwidth to a group of workstations doing related analysis can intercept most
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data retrievals before they involve the primary repository.

The objects stored at local levels contain only speci�c attributes needed for

analysis on the local platforms. Tightening cuts involves only data in that database

and is very fast. Cut attributes are retained locally for all events, so slight relax-

ations of criteria are also e�cient. Tunable caching schemes retain information at

analysis clusters, workstations, and tape storage at various levels. Access patterns

can be monitored to create groupings of frequently accessed data.

Thus while PAW is concerned with data organization on disk, and forms n-

tuples for e�ciency, and CAP organizes stores of physics objects on disk and ATL

tape, still within a central system, I-A also addresses hierarchies of partial data sets

spanning geographically dispersed systems on a network, and dynamically creates

additional organizations when justi�ed by access patterns.

Supporting several approaches allows physicists to choose the appropriate tool for

each investigation. If, rather than providing disjoint implementations, we can unify

data formats and organizations, then multiple approaches can share one copy of the

large bodies of data on disk or tape. But sharing data may involve compromises

between e�ciency and space, and may be impractical in some cases.

Data in old-fashioned HEP format is not directly usable by the approaches

discussed above. Neither the I-A nor the CAP approach can make direct use of the

n-tuple data needed by PAW/PIAF, but both can easily generate n-tuple output

and would thus be ideal to load such a system.

Both I-A and CAP maintain full datasets in a disk/tape primary store, with

event information organized by physics object|they can share this. But when I-A

dynamically creates reorganized collections of data, CAP cannot take advantage of

them. Intermediate data managed by I-A on workgroup servers and local worksta-

tions is not easily shared with the other approaches.
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